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Combinatorial Optimization and Applications: Second International Conference, COCOA 2008, St. John's, NL, Canada, August 21-24, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
The papers in this volume were presented at the Second International Conference on Combinatorial Optimization and Applications (COCOA 2008), held August 21–24, 2008, in St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada. The topics cover most areas in combinatorial optimization and applications.

A total of 84 papers were submitted, of which 44...
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Kamikaze: Japan's Suicide GodsLinworth Publishing, 2002
The untold story of the Kamikaze pilots, a remarkable piece of military history and one of the most dramatic developments of  World War II.

*  Gripping real-life stories of life & death.  
*  Contains original material, interviews and new sources including excerpts from a never-before published suicide manual.  
*  Reports...
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Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. Users Diversity: 6th International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	The 14th International Conference on Human–Computer Interaction, HCI International
	2011, was held in Orlando, Florida, USA, July 9–14, 2011, jointly
	with the Symposium on Human Interface (Japan) 2011, the 9th International
	Conference on Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics, the 6th International
	Conference on...
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Computer Medical Databases: The First Six Decades (1950-2010) (Health Informatics)Springer, 2011

	Chapter 1 offers an overview of the basic computer technology. Each succeeding chapter, describes the problems in medicine, followed by a review in chronological sequence of why and how computers were applied to try to meet these problems. Only the technical aspects of computer hardware, software, and communications are discussed as they are...
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Kanban in 30 daysPackt Publishing, 2015

	Kanban is a simple and elegant Agile framework that helps to control and improve development processes. Originating in traditional 20th century manufacturing in Japan, Kanban has a renewed relevance today, being a crucial methodology in the world of software development. This book explores the key features of Kanban, and demonstrates how to...
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Analytical Method Validation and Instrument Performance VerificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Teaches proper procedures for using tools and analytical     methods in a regulated lab setting
    All regulated laboratories, including pharmaceutical, clinical testing, and food and cosmetics testing laboratories, must properly execute the calibration     of instruments and validation of analytical methods. Following correct     procedures...
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Engineering Self-Organising Systems: 4th International Workshop, ESOA 2006, Hakodate, Japan, May 9, 2006Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Engineering Self-Organising Applications, ESOA 2006, held in Hakodate, Japan in May 2006 as an associated event of AAMAS 2006, the 5th International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems.
The 7 full papers presented...
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Popular Culture and the State in East and Southeast Asia (Routledge Studies in Asia's Transformations)Routledge, 2011

	This volume examines the relations between popular culture production and export and the state in East and Southeast Asia including the urban centres and middle-classes of Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Thailand, and the Philippines. It addresses the shift in official thinking toward the role of popular...
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Brain-Computer Interfaces: An international assessment of research and development trendsSpringer, 2008
Brain-computer interface (BCI) research deals with establishing communication pathways between the brain and external devices where such pathways do not otherwise exist. Throughout the world, such research is surprisingly extensive and expanding. BCI research is rapidly approaching a level of first-generation medical practice for use by individuals...
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Human-Computer Interaction: Second IFIP TC 13 Symposium, HCIS 2010Springer, 2010

	The IFIP World Computer Congress (WCC) is one of the most important conferences in the area of computer science at the worldwide level and it has a federated structure, which takes into account the rapidly growing and expanding interests in this area. Informatics is rapidly changing and becoming more and more connected to a number of human...
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Active Mining - New Directions of Data Mining (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications, Knowl)IOS Press, 2002

	The need for collecting relevant data sources, mining useful knowledge from different forms of data sources and promptly reacting to situation change is ever increasing. Active mining is a collection of activities each solving a part of this need, but collectively achieving the mining objective through the spiral effect of these interleaving...
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Databases in Networked Information Systems: 7th International Workshop, DNIS 2011Springer, 2012

	Large-scale information systems in public utility services depend on computing
	infrastructure. Many research efforts are being made in related areas, such as
	cloud computing, sensor networks, mobile computing, high-level user interfaces
	and information accesses by Web users. Government agencies in many countries
	plan to launch...
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